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Food is powerful medication and entire foods, or foods in their natural unrefined forms, offer
us vitamins, nutrients and antioxidants that prevent diseases and create a state of balance and
wellness within us. Readers will learn to prepare foods that promote optimal wellbeing,
prevent disease, and energize your body. Nutritionist Tom Malterre and Chef Alissa Segersten
understand that food could be both recovery and delicious and in THE COMPLETE LIFE
NUTRITION COOKBOOK they provide information on the importance of living a whole foods
life-style, and how to transition into one. With over 300 delicious, nourishing dishes, readers
will discover amazing, new methods to cook wholegrains, fish, poultry, meats and veggies.
THE COMPLETE LIFE Diet COOKBOOK includes: Evidence-based details on entire foods
Gluten-free, dairy-free, egg-free, and soy-free dishes A complete instruction to stocking your
whole foods pantry The complete story on the existing diet styles and how exactly to adapt
them to greatest serve your own needs The real tale behind toxicity in meals and staying
away from PCBs GMOs and non-organics Recipes that any vegan, vegetarian, carnivore or
omnivore will loveWhether serving breakfast, lunch time, dinner, snacks or desserts, readers
will enjoy their food while healing their disease fighting capability, decreasing the irritation that
causes disease, balancing hormones and advertising better overall health.
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Great recipes and extensive diet information We have had the initial VERY EXISTENCE
Nutrition cookbook since it came out and I REALLY LIKE this new version. The original has
been my most used cookbook through the years, hands down! This new publication includes
the latest nutrition technology, and I specifically appreciated the information and perspective
on all the latest diets like the paleo diet. You won't be disappointed! There exists a entire
chapter on cultured foods. I really believe there are over 300 recipes altogether. We really
enjoyed the brand new Quinoa tortillas and the grain free and vegan Apple Walnut Sharp. I
usually buy a few at a time and make a bunch of quality recipes with that component in it (ex.)
There are several smoothie and salad dishes that are delicious, and have been an excellent
launching point for a complete foods lifestyle.I did not notice the usage of xanthan gum in the
baked items, which is alright with me. Love Tom and Alissa's approach to consuming for
nourishment and health. I watched Tom on the documentary "Origins" and discovered him to
be extremely knowledgeable and interesting. I have already been cooking with the complete
Life Nutrition dishes for years and I am confident that they are as innovative and well toned as
the previous versions. And the photos! So beautiful! I wasn't crazy about the index initially, but I
am used to it, and I am still giving this book 5 stars because the recipes and info are the best
I've found. I am happy to have this upgrade on the best book :) Excellent for cooks seeking for
organic and interesting recipes Completely love this cookbook! And there are a great number
of beautiful pictures of the quality recipes throughout! My children and I have recently
switched to a natural, non-GMO lifestyle and this book was full of fresh, interesting dishes to
try. The recipes have definitely been up to date. His cookbook is no less educational! Learning
about the benefits of gut health insurance and how to make your personal fermented foods
was all new to me. I've tried many recipes through the entire book and love them all, from the
spiced granola to curried vegetables. The just downside is that lots of of the recipes request
you to use specific ingredients that could be expensive. This book still contains quite a few old
favorites like Crimson Lentil Dal, Coconut Vegetable Curry, Crazy Salmon with Lemon, Garlic
and Thyme, Home-Style Poultry and Vegetable Stew, Raw Energy Balls, and Lemon
Blueberry Pudding (I initial made this pudding nearly 9 years ago and still remember my initial
taste, it provided me the satisfaction to continue my first elimination diet! I made the chocolate
fudge, no glucose, used dates rather, plus many other healthy substances and no cooking,
just refrigerate. This is simply not a beginner cookbook, so be prepared for lots of chopping
and a little more time cooking. Improve your Health the Natural Way I came across this
cookbook chock filled with great recipes. The meals is delicious, nutritious, well balanced and
my little children even appreciate it. I'm obsessed with the green eggs, smoked salmon
omelet.There are fresh chapters, and many new recipes. It's been a huge help and I've made
several of the dishes and they are really good. Highly recommended for GF DF people I
ordered this book after my girl tested positive to gluten, dairy, and egg allergies in order that
We could get some good recipe ideas on what exactly to cook. It's been a huge help and I've
produced several of the recipes and they've been really good. Highly recommended for GF
DF people. Nonetheless it is SO worthwhile! If you are thinking about abandoning the Standard
American Diet and all the bad fats, preservatives, and just nasty ingredients in most processed
food items and breads, this reserve will provide you with all you need to improve your health.
And one more thing, it is an extremely big book, so you are getting your money's worthy of.
EASILY were you, I'd buy it. Good selection of healthy receipts in addition health information
Lots of great health information in the first area of the book. Very think book filled with many
healthy receipts. Coconut flour or arrowroot powder). I was pleasantly surprised how it does



taste exactly like fudge! Whole Food Done Right You two wrote an incredible cookbook. I
specifically like how it includes just a little commentary about the recipe such as for example
why it's a favourite, etc. My current favorites will be the Kale and Hazelnut Pesto and the
Almond and Artichoke Pate. I discover new treasures in this cookbook at all times. Instead I did
see chia seeds, which we love to incorporate. Beautiful, very well researched book and
cookbook! Beautiful book! I do desire that the pictures were with the recipes, though, rather
than put in as a collection. It's a cookbook and reference publication all in a single.! The quality
recipes are easy to check out, although you will have to be considered a little adventurous
and try a few of the ingredients you may not be familiar with. You will love the results. Great
cookbook! I've bought a whole lot of cookbooks (mostly paleo and grain-free) lately and this is
the one which I turn to many. There are so many wonderful whole meals recipes in this
cookbook that are easy and fast to prepare. Not really kidding. I've tried several recipes and
liked them all so far. It's extremely approachable for people of most diet plan types, including
vegetarians and vegans. I've not had period to actually make a recipe, but I am offering it 5
stars anyway, because the recipes audio delicious, the publication is very thorough and
organized nicely and generally there is indeed much good information! Dislike the recipes. I
am disappointed by the recipes. The book is normally informative, but the taste profile of the
many dishes is bland. Five Stars big book, a lot of recipes Love, love this cookbook Love, like
this cookbook. Great section about eating foodstuffs that are healthy Creative recipes that I
am hoping to use often! Great section on eating foods that are good for you! Whole book is
not allergy free like it claims to be I’m sooo mad We couldn’t search a few dishes before
buying because they’re not absolutely all allergy free. Nevertheless, I am quite disappointed
that mine arrived bent as this is a wedding gift. Favorite Cookbook This cookbook is a staple
for a long time, and I come back to it again and again because of its clean eating, wholesome
foods approach that's full of flavor. It's a really good, well-rounded assortment of dishes.
Highly recommend for those who want to change to a healthier lifestyle and revel in trying
brand-new foods. That is a dang good recipe. I've tried a dozen or so of the recipes in various
categories and also have yet to find a recipe I would repeat. So many great recipes that my
family loves to prepare. I take advantage of it as a great gift for others as well. Five Stars Use it
Each day. To me, it's a little bit like a gluten-free edition of Nourishing Traditions cookbook in
that I could find basics along with dishes for many occasions. Great Publication, Poor
Packing/Delivery, Damaged Cover I really like this cookbook and I am using both of her
cookbooks for a long time, and still haven't sometimes scratched the surface of what they
need to offer. I bought this for my sis who’s gluten intolerant, has a child with egg allergy and
two that are vegetarian. Well there’s a lot of dishes with egg so right now my nephew will
need to miss out. I also searched online (not amazon) to attempt to preview and I couldn’t
observe any sample quality recipes. Wish I understood there are “some” allergy free dishes
but the whole book isn't!
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